Large-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is widely used for training in distributed deep learning because of its training-time efficiency, however, extremely large-batch SGD leads to poor generalization and easily converges to sharp minima, which prevents naïve large-scale data-parallel SGD (DP-SGD) from converging to good minima. To overcome this difficulty, we propose gradient noise convolution (GNC), which effectively smooths sharper minima of the loss function. For DP-SGD, GNC utilizes so-called gradient noise, which is induced by stochastic gradient variation and convolved to the loss function as a smoothing effect. GNC computation can be performed by simply computing the stochastic gradient on each parallel worker and merging them, and is therefore extremely easy to implement. Due to convolving with the gradient noise, which tends to spread along a sharper direction of the loss function, GNC can effectively smooth sharp minima and achieve better generalization, whereas isotropic random noise cannot. We empirically show this effect by comparing GNC with isotropic random noise, and show that it achieves state-of-the-art generalization performance for large-scale deep neural network optimization.
Introduction
Needs for faster training methods for deep learning are increasing with the availability of increasingly large datasets. Distributed learning methods such as data-parallel stochastic gradient descent (DP-SGD), which divides a large-batch into small-batches among parallel workers and computes gradients on each worker, are widely used to accelerate the speed of training. However, an open problem is that increasing the number of parallel workers increases DP-SGD large-batch sizes, causing poor generalization (Goyal et al. [7] ). Various arguments have been made to explain this phenomenon.
One of the most convincing explanations, known as the sharp/flat hypothesis of the loss function, is that large-batch SGD tends to converge to sharp minima. While small-batch SGD introduces noisy behavior that allows escaping from sharp minima, large-batch SGD has less randomness, resulting in the loss of this benefit. From this observation, adding noise to gradients (or intermediate updates) may promote escaping from sharp minima, while increasing batch sizes weaken such benefits (Keskar et al. [12] ).
Another convincing explanation along the lines of this hypothesis is that the SGD training process has a smoothing effect on the loss function. More specifically, SGD can be viewed as convolving stochastic noise on the full-batch gradient in every training iteration, eventually smoothing the loss function as the expectation (Kleinberg et al. [13] ). Larger batch sizes decrease stochastic noise, resulting in the loss of this smoothing effect, and updates are therefore likely to be captured in bad local minima. Adding noise to the gradient in each update is a promising approach. However, what kind of noise to add is not a trivial question. One naïve method is to add isotropic noise, such as Gaussian noise with isotropic covariance (Wen et al. [21] ), which would lead the solution toward an appropriate direction to some extent. Indeed, Chaudhari et al. [4] , Sagun et al. [18] experimentally showed that the landscape of the loss function is nearly flat, with only a few sharp (steep) directions at each point. Furthermore, those sharp directions are strongly aligned with the gradient variance. In other words, curvature of the loss function strongly correlates with covariance of the stochastic gradient. Hence, variance of the stochastic gradient is strongly anisotropic (Daneshmand et al. [6] , Sagun et al. [18] ). As a geometric intuition of this correlation, Fig. 1 shows the relation between curvature and gradient noise. This observation partially explains the practical success of SGD, whereas the artificial noise addition with isotropic variance does not necessarily perform well in practice (Daneshmand et al. [6] , Zhu et al. [27] ).
We propose gradient noise convolution (GNC) as a method for extremely large-scale DP-SGD that utilizes anisotropic gradient noises. Instead of adding artificially generated isotropic random noise, we add noise naturally induced by the randomness of the stochastic gradient. By doing so, we can effectively avoid sharp minima and smooth sharp directions while reducing exploration in unproductive directions. In summary, our proposed method has the following favorable properties:
(1) high adaptivity for detecting sharp directions of the loss function by restoring gradient noise induced by the stochastic gradient but lost in extremely large-batch DP-SGD, (2) easy implementation and computationally efficient smoothing of the loss function, and (3) state-of-the-art generalization performance on an ImageNet-1K dataset with improved accuracy over existing methods for same numbers of training epochs.
Relation to existing work Wen et al. [21] showed that convolution of isotropic random noise can smooth the loss function to some extent. However, this method does not selectively detect sharp directions, because the noise is isotropic. In contrast, we empirically show that our gradient noise method can more effectively detect sharp directions.
The most popular approach for detecting sharp directions is to utilize second-order information such as the Hessian or Fisher information matrix. While there are several theoretical and toy problem analyses of correlations between covariance matrices of stochastic gradients and Hessian or Fisher matrices (Sagun et al. [18] , Jastrzębski et al. [10] , Zhu et al. [27] , Wen et al. [22] ), no computationally tractable proposals make use of curvature information and work in general settings. Although Osawa et al. [16] demonstrated ImageNet training by the second-order method in practical times, it is unclear whether the second-order method is truly computationally efficient over standard SGD-based methods for datasets other than ImageNet.
Our approach for detecting sharper directions is simple and efficient: our method utilizes only the first-order gradient and obtains noise simply by computing differences between large-batch and small-batch gradients computed on each parallel worker. Generally, larger batch sizes ensure better estimations for the full gradient, but decreasing gradient noise leads to poor generalization (Goyal et al. [7] , Chaudhari and Soatto [3] ). In contrast, GNC can convolve multiple noises per iteration, simply by adding gradient noises to calculations of the gradients on parallel workers in DP-SGD. To summarize, GNC is the first tractable algorithm that is Hessian-free and curvature adaptive for smoothing the loss function in large-scale DP-SGD training. We also empirically show the robustness and effectiveness of GNC by applying it to image classification benchmark datasets, namely CIFAR10, CIFAR100, and ImageNet-1K.
Gradient Noise Convolution
We introduce a formalization of the GNC algorithm. In the first section, we describe how GNC convolves multiple noises. We also indicate similarity between the SGD update rule as noise convolution and GNC convolution. Next, we show how GNC easily calculates gradient noises in extremely large-scale DP-SGD. Finally, we define the GNC algorithm in detail. The GNC update rule can be viewed as the DP-SGD update rule with noise convolution among parallel workers.
Convolution Through SGD Iterations
Consider the SGD update rule for a loss function f of a deep neural network. Let D = (z i ) n i=1 denote the training dataset, d t ⊂ D be a mini-batch sampled from D,x t ∈ R l be a learnable parameter of f at the iteration t, and η be the learning rate. The SGD update rule is represented asx t+1 =x t − η∇f (d t ;x t ) where ∇f (d; x) := 1 |d| z∈d ∇f (z; x) for a mini-batch d ⊂ D and ∇ is the gradient with respect to the parameter x. The stochastic gradient can be viewed as an unbiased estimator of full-gradient, so the mini-batch gradient can be decomposed as ∇f (d t ;x t ) = ∇f (D;x t ) +ω t . Here, we call the quantityω t (:= ∇f (d t ;x t ) − ∇f (D;x t )) gradient noise. To describe the relation between the full gradient descent (GD) and SGD, we introduceŷ t :=x t − η∇f (D;x t ), whereŷ t is reached by the GD update rule. From the equationx t+1 =ŷ t − ηω t , the SGD update rule can be rewritten asŷ t+1 =ŷ t − ηω t − η∇f (D;ŷ t − ηω t ), as Fig. 2(a) shows. Thus, the expectation throughω t leads to
which shows SGD can be seen as GD with noise convolution (Kleinberg et al. [13] ). We call
Convolution Among Workers and Gradient Noise in GNC
Consider the DP-SGD update rule with M parallel workers. Fig. 2(b) shows, the ith worker injects the noise ω i t to the weight x t and calculates the gradient ∇f (d i t ; x t − ηω i t ). All gradients of the parallel workers are then averaged as the large-batch gradient ∇f (d t ; x t ). Generally, as the number M of the workers are increased in DP-SGD, the large-batch size is also increasing, leading to a better estimation of the full gradient. Conversely, this decreases gradient noise, thus leading to poor generalization. However, by adapting convolution among workers to DP-SGD, the number of noise convolutions can be replenished M times per iteration, thus retaining good generalization. The noise term ω i t introduced in Eq. (3) is calculated on each parallel worker and defined as ω 
Random Noise Convolution
As a counter part of our GNC method, we introduce random noise convolution (RNC), which unlike GNC utilizes isotropic random noise. Instead of using Eq. (4), we define ω i t as a uniformly distributed random vector on the unit cube along each dimension. Note that ω i t in RNC is also the unbiased noise with respect to i. Sec. 3.2 presents a detailed comparison of GNC with RNC.
Algorithm for Gradient Noise Convolution
Algorithm 1 shows pseudo-code for GNC. Note that, in addition to Eq. (3), we introduce a hyperparameter α to control the window size in the convolution. Our GNC method only adds the two subtractions to the standard DP-SGD update rule. Specifically, "compute gradient noise" and "compute weights with noise" in Algorithm 1 are the only differences from standard DP-SGD. Hence, GNC can be easily implemented and efficiently computed.
Algorithm 1 Gradient noise convolution
Input: loss function f , weights x, training dataset D, learning rate η, number of workers M , total iterations T , noise coefficient α
compute gradient for the convolved function x t+1 ← x t − η tgt update weights end for
Empirical Analysis for Effectiveness of GNC
In this section, we describe how GNC effectively smooths the loss function. We empirically show performance related to full-gradient predictiveness by the large-batch gradient, ability to detect sharper directions from gradient noise, and effectiveness of smoothing the loss function by GNC. We also demonstrate the robustness of GNC with and without modern optimization techniques, such as momentum (MM), weight decay (WD) and data augmentation (DA).
Note that, in all experiments, except for ImageNet, we completely eliminated randomness in the training process. Random initial weights or mini-batch random sampling or non deterministic floating-point calculations can hide true differences among different training methods. Therefore, when benchmarking against DP-SGD, GNC, RNC, and so on, we used the same initial random weight and the same random mini-batch sampling and deterministic mode for GPUs. In the ImageNet case, we could not eliminate floating-point calculation randomness due to performing AllReduce, which is a collective communication operation among multi-nodes. For example, "five runs" means using five sets of random values including random initial weights and random sequences of mini-batch sampling. We chose one of these five random sets and applied the same set to DP-SGD, GNC, and RNC for fair comparison. We iterated this five times. To ensure a fair and precise benchmark process, we selected no special random value sets.
Similarity Between Full and Large-batch Gradients
We first investigated whether the large-batch gradient truly approximates the full gradient. As a baseline for this experiment, we considered training a standard ResNet-32 architecture on CIFAR-100 by DP-SGD for 160 epochs. We used a large-batch size of 8,192 comprising 256 parallel workers with a small-batch size of 32. We adopted some learning rate scheduling techniques. For example, we applied step decay at the 80th and 120th epochs, gradual warmup, and the linear scaling rule (Goyal et al. [7] ). To stabilize extremely large batch training, we adopted batch normalization (BN), WD, MM, and DA. See Appendix A for complete training settings. The learning rate was step-decayed at the 80th and 120th epochs. Concurrently, cosine similarity significantly dropped. Note that to eliminate side-effects of noise convolution, the full gradient was calculated without GNC. In contrast, large-batch gradient of GNC indicates smoothed large-batch gradient defined in Eq. (3). (c) Cosine similarity between FG and large-batch gradient as calculated by 2K, 4K, and 8K batch-size training models. We trained these models by simple SGD (i.e., without BN, WD, DA, and MM from SGD optimization). Similarities of all models dropped as in (b), so the predominant factor behind the similarity drop was step decay. It is also interesting that a larger batch size mitigates similarity drops. In future work we will investigate in detail the mechanism behind this similarity drop, but an intuitive understanding is that (1) a smaller step size can fall into a narrower region (Jastrzębski et al. [10] ), and (2) this narrower region might be a complicated high-dimensional region. It also seems that the learning process of deep nets initially acquires simple features and gradually acquires complex features.
We first showed that GNC improves the validation accuracy of CIFAR-100 training ( Fig. 3(a) ). We also measured predictiveness of the full gradient by large-batch gradient ( Fig. 3(b) ). At early training stages, both the baseline and GNC models indicate good predictiveness. Close observation shows that this is due to the faster GNC training process, as seen in Fig. 3(a) , so GNC predictiveness was slightly worse than the baseline. Predictiveness significantly dropped in later training stages, coinciding with the step decay of the learning rate. We performed an ablation study to investigate this further, training only by learning rate scheduling without BN, WD, DA, and MM. Fig. 3(c) shows the results of this ablation study, which indicate that step decay is a key factor behind the drop. Further, larger batch sizes mitigate the drop (Fig. 3(c) ).
Comparison of Gradient Versus Random Noise
We investigated the effectiveness of GNC for detecting sharper regions in comparison with RNC. We first demonstrated anisotropy of GNC and RNC. We define the condition number κ t for the covariance matrix of noise as,
, where M is the number of workers, ω i t is the gradient noise computed on worker i as in Sec. 2,
To derive κ t , we computed the maximum eigenvalue of Σ t as λ max (Σ t ), and its second-smallest eigenvalue as λ min * (Σ t ). Note that, due to M l, we calculated eigenvalues of Losses around the 10th epochs of GNC (upper) and RNC (lower). As seen in Sec. 3.1, due to the good predictiveness of the full gradient at the 10th epochs, GNC noise can correctly detect sharper directions, so losses widely vary. In contrast, because RNC noise is random and isotropic, losses vary less than in GNC. (c): Losses around the 140th epochs. While GNC is still anisotropic, predictiveness of the full gradient decreases around the 140th epochs. Hence, GNC cannot detect the sharper directions, and losses do not vary much in both GNC and RNC.
The upper panel in Fig. 4(a) shows that noise with GNC has larger condition numbers than with RNC, meaning GNC noise is highly anisotropic. We have thus established that GNC noise is highly anisotropic, but this does not necessarily mean this noise actually detects sharper directions. To investigate their ability to detect sharper directions, we measured the losses of models x i t ( Fig. 2(b) ), which are perturbed models of x t toward noise directions. Fig. 4(b) and (c) show the losses of these models. Although GNC losses vary more widely than those with RNC in (b), there are no significant differences in (c), where full gradient predictiveness drops as described in Sec. 3.1. GNC can thus detect sharper directions, as long as the large-batch gradient correctly estimates the full gradient.
GNC Effectiveness in Smoothing the Loss Function
This section directly shows the GCN smoothing effect. As Sec. 3.2 showed, although GNC can detect sharper directions and average widely varying losses, it remains unclear whether doing so effectively smooths the loss function. To investigate this question, we introduce three indicators shown to be effective by Santurkar et al. [19] : loss stability (i.e., Lipschitzness), gradient predictiveness, and Lipschitzness of the gradient (i.e. β-smoothness). (c) β -smoothness Figure 5 : Smoothness of the loss function with and without GNC. We calculated variation (shaded regions) in (a) loss, (b) l 2 changes in the gradient, and (c) maximum l 2 difference in gradient over l 2 distance. These variations and maximum differences were calculated from the range of values along the direction of the gradient. Note that in GNC, calculations of loss and gradient along the gradient direction were performed in the GNC method, that is, convolved with gradient noise. Appendix A.6 presents detailed calculations of these values. All indicators showed clear improvement by GNC. Although Santurkar et al. [19] showed that BN has a similar effect, GNC provides further improvement. GNC seems to have an independent smoothness effect not seen with BN. Fig. 5 (a) shows variation in loss in the gradient direction. The shaded region for GNC is narrower than the baseline, indicating that variation in GNC loss is stabilized. Fig. 5(b) shows variation in gradients in the gradient direction. As in (a), gradient variation is stabilized. Finally, Fig. 5(c) shows gradient stability through the training process. It is obvious that GNC has a strong smoothing effect for the loss function. Fig. 11 shows additional evidence for smoothness by observing the training loss curve.
Effectiveness of GNC with Other Optimization Techniques
While GNC improves generalization performance by the smoothing effect, modern optimization techniques for deep learning, such as MM, WD, or DA, can also improve generalization. By observing generalization differences between optimization techniques with GNC, we showed the robustness of GNC for generalization. Table 1 shows accuracy gain by GNC, except for DA. The accuracy drop in DA might be caused by the augmented data, which were not included in the calculation of the full gradient. Accuracy was improved in the case of "full", however, even with DA. There may be interactions among these optimization techniques, so this should be investigated in future work. As described in Sec. 3.3, we also provide the same evidence for the four combination cases above (Fig. 9 ).
Performance Evaluations for ImageNet, CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100
To measure the effect of GNC, we benchmarked against ImageNet-1K (ImageNet 2012) training, measuring validation accuracy at the 90th epochs with ResNet50 by a DP-SGD-based method using 1,024 parallel workers. Some studies have taken on the so-called "time attack challenge" (Goyal et al. [7] , Iandola et al. [9] , Akiba et al. [2] , You et al. [25] ), but we focus solely on generalization performance at the target epoch. Due to the simplicity of GNC, we believe it can be easily merged with these implementational speedup techniques with no performance drop.
To fairly measure essential performance gains by GNC, we reproduced current state-of-the-art methods and applied further tuning as the baseline method. In this case, the baseline method was based on You et al. [25] , adding data augmentation (Goyal et al. [7] ) and our learning rate tuning (see Appendix A). As a result, our baseline method reached 75.89% top-1 accuracy, while You et al. [25] originally reported 75.4%. While other researchers have reported higher accuracies (76.2% in Jia et al. [11] , 76.4% in Ying et al. [23] ), they do not reveal detailed training settings, placing their results beyond the scope of this paper (see Table 7 for details).
Needless to say, the only difference between the baseline method and the GNC (+baseline) method is the use of GNC. All hyperparameters except those for GNC are the same for both methods. Furthermore, we eliminated randomness in the training process, as in Sec. 3. Table 2 shows the results. In general, GNC improved generalization performance for all datasets. In ImageNet with a batch size of 32,678, we achieved a mean score of 76.05% and best score of 76.29% with GNC (see Table 6 ), which is state-of-the-art generalization performance. From the two observations regarding the latter part of the training process-the predictiveness drop with the full gradient described in Sec. 3.1 and the high anisotropy of gradient noise described in Fig. 4 -gradient noise might be strongly directed in the "wrong" direction. From these observations, we decided to try switching from GNC to RNC in the latter part of the training process (GNCtoRNC).
GNCtoRNC achieved a more stable performance gain than GNC and improved the ImageNet score. In the case of 4,096 workers in ImageNet, the performance gain increased even more. In CIFAR-10 with a batch size of 8,192, the performance gain of both GNC and GNCtoRNC was extremely large. The reason for this is the instability of the training process by the baseline method. This also shows the strong smoothing effect of GNC. Table 6 gives the detailed analyses for these performance evaluations.
Conclusion
We proposed a new method called GNC to better generalize large-scale DP-SGD in deep learning. GNC performs convolution among parallel workers, using gradient noises that can be easily computed on each worker and effectively eliminate sharp local minima. Experiments demonstrated that using GNC can realize high generalization performance. For example, GNC achieved 76.29% peak top-1 accuracy on ImageNet training. We empirically showed that gradient noises more effectively smooth the loss function than do isotropic random noises. We hope that these findings on gradient noise may contribute to the problem of improving generalization in large-scale deep learning.
A Detailed Experimental Setup

A.1 Datasets
We empirically evaluated the performance of GNC in large scale distributed training with standard image classification datasets, performing experiments with CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky [14] ), and ImageNet-1K (ImageNet 2012, Russakovsky et al. [17] ). In ImageNet-1K, consisting of 1000 classes, we trained the model on 1.28 million training images, and evaluated top-1 validation accuracies on 50,000 validation images. We also evaluated with CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, consisting of 10 and 100 classes, respectively. The model was trained on 50,000 training images, and evaluated on 10,000 validation images. Table 4 : Common settings for learning rate control. We adopted a gradual warmup, in which the learning rate gradually ramped up from "GW start lr" to "Initial lr" over the first "GW epochs" in the training. 
A.2 Noise Scaling
In general, the norm of the weights differs for each filter in deep learning models. When giving noise to weights for the purpose of observing the change of the loss, some filters can be catastrophically affected with constant scale of noise. To address this problem, Li et al. [15] proposed filter-wise noise scaling and achieved appropriate visualization. Beyond this intuition, Wen et al. [21] proposed filterwise scaling for injecting uniform random noise to the loss function, which was called AdaSmoothOut. For RNC, we also applied filter-wise noise scaling. Considering this scaling for a filter p, Eq. (3) with α is deformed as
scaling was introduced as
A.3 Experimental Setup
We evaluated and compared validation accuracies for GNC and RNC (Sec. 2.3) using conventional DP-SGD with zero noise as a baseline. In our experiments, we adopted the noise scaling version described in Sec. A.2 for GNC and RNC.
For all methods, we adopted standard SGD with momentum. There are various momentum implementations, as mentioned in Goyal et al. [7] , but we used the form
where v t denotes the update vector, η t denotes the learning rate, and m denotes the momentum decay factor. We used a momentum decay factor m of 0.9. Experiments were performed under the large-scale distributed settings shown in Table 3 . In following sections, we describe the detailed settings for each dataset. Figure 6 : (a) Learning rate scheduling for CIFAR-10/CIFAR100. We adopted gradual warmup over the first ten epochs, after which the learning rate was divided by 10 at the 80th and 120th epochs.
(b) Scheduling of global learning rate γ t for ImageNet. We adopted a gradual warmup over the first five epochs, after which γ t was scheduled based on the polynomial decay policy and divided by 5 at the 80th epochs.
A.4 CIFAR-10/CIFAR-100
We basically followed the experimental settings reported in He et al. [8] . Namely, the model was trained for 160 epochs, with the learning rate divided by 10 only at the 80th and 120th epochs. To restrain early-stage instability in large-batch training, we adopted a gradual warmup. See Table 4 and Fig. 6 (a) for details. In practice, these GW start lr and initial lr follow the linear scaling rule (Goyal et al. [7] ), based on a value of 0.1 at a batch size of 128 (He et al. [8] ). As an exception, we adopted GW start lr of 0.00025 for the experiment in Fig. 3 (c) , because the experiment was executed without BN. We thus could not use a larger learning rate, and so used corresponding initial lr of 0.064, 0.032, and 0.016 for batch sizes 8K, 4K, and 2K, respectively. We used a weight decay of 0.0001. Following the standard data augmentation practices described in He et al. [8] , we used horizontal flip and random crop. We also used random erasing with the hyperparameters proposed by Zhong et al. [26] . We tuned α in Eq. (6) and Eq. (5) for each method with noise and for each batch size, respectively. See Table 5 for details. For the GNCtoRNC method, we started with GNC and swithed to RNC at the 120th epochs.
A.5 ImageNet
The model was trained for 90 epochs. We used layer-wise adaptive rate scaling (LARS) proposed by You et al. [24] . The LARS algorithm computes the learning rate for each layer. The learning rate
t , which is called local learning rate in You et al. [24] , used for layer l is
t denotes the weights for layer l, γ t a global learning rate, τ a fixed LARS coefficient typically set to 0.001, and λ a weight decay coefficient. We used a weight decay λ of 0.0001. For the scheduling policy of the global learning rate γ t , we used polynomial decay as γ t = γ initial (1 − t T ) 2 with T = 4, 120. As in the case of CIFAR, we used a gradual warmup with the settings shown in Table 4 . Additionally, the global learning rate was divided by 5 after the 80th epochs, proposed by Codreanu et al. [5] as final collapse (see Fig. 6 (b) for details) . For training, we followed the techniques for data augmentation used in Goyal et al. [7] . We found an appropriate α in Eq. (6) and Eq. (5) to achieve better validation accuracies (see Table 5 for details). For the GNCtoRNC method, we started with GNC and switched to RNC at the 80th epochs.
A.6 Indicators for Effectiveness of Loss Function Smoothing
In Sec. 3.3, following Santurkar et al. [19] , we introduced three indicators: loss stability, gradient predictiveness and the Lipschitzness of the gradient to evaluate the effectiveness of loss function smoothing.
During training, we took additional steps in the direction of the gradient at each iteration. We chose eight steps of a length are evenly taken from the range [1/2, 2] × lerning rate at the iteration. We calculate the loss values and gradients at each step. Using these loss values and gradients, loss stability is expressed by the range of the loss values, and gradient predictiveness is expressed by the range of Euclidean distances from the original gradients to the gradients at an additional step. Lipschitzness of the gradient is expressed by the maximum value of L satisfying |∇f (x 0 ) − ∇f (x s )| ≤ L x 0 − x s , for all x s , in which x 0 denotes the parameter with no additional steps. In the batch size of 131,072, the loss curve still decayed at the end of the curve, so switching to RNC around the 800th iterations might be premature, as shown in Table 6 . Table 6 : Raw data for the validation accuracies in Table. 2. As mentioned in Sec. 3, for each Test ID, different methods (baseline, RNC, GNC, and GNCtoRNC) used the same initial random weight, random mini-batch sampling, and deterministic mode for the GPU. CIFAR-10 and 100 results do not include randomness and are completely reproducible, due to their being performed in a single node. ImageNet results include floating-point randomness, due to performing AllReduce, which is a collective communication operation among multi-nodes. In ImageNet with a batch size of 32,768, we achieved best accuracy (76.29%; denoted by an asterisk) by GNC, though GNCtoRNC results are more stable. This might be due to the predictiveness drop of the full gradient, as described in Sec. 3.1. Fig. 8 also shows that GNC does not effectively vary losses in the latter part of the training process. In ImageNet with a batch size of 131,072, GNC achieved the best score. The reason for degradation with GNCtoRNC is shown in Fig. 10 . For CIFAR-10, GNC or GNCtoRNC achieved best scores. In particular, note the stability in the batch size of 8,192 by GNC or GNCtoRNC. The baseline method might be unstable due to the larger batch size. For CIFAR-100 there is a clear performance gain by GNC or GNCtoRNC. 
C.2 Raw Data for Validation Accuracies
